QUESTIONNAIRES USED IN PRICE INVESTIGATIONS

Submissions by Members of the Committee

Addendum

1. At its meeting on 21–23 September 1970 the Committee agreed that its members should describe the procedures used in price investigations in respect of foreign suppliers.

2. The reply by Canada is contained in document COM.AD/11.

3. The Permanent Mission of Canada has submitted the additional text reproduced below.

Information Required Concerning Investigation
Under the Anti-Dumping Act on Women’s Last Made Dress
or Casual Shoes and Boots

(1) Copies of purchase orders or contracts covering all sales to Canadian customers of women’s footwear which you have invoiced since 25 August 1971, or which are scheduled for future shipment to Canada. Copies of invoices will also be required where the goods have already been shipped.

(2) If the styling, designing and lasts used in the production of women’s footwear produced by your firm for the Canadian market, were supplied to your company free of charge, please so advise and provide complete details.

(3) Complete documentation with respect to the transaction with the Canadian importer as to terms of sale, discounts, freight packing, commission, etc.

A. If your firm sells women’s footwear in the domestic market and for export and the footwear shipped to Canada is identical in all respects, same quality, structure, design, material, etc., to that which you sell for domestic consumption, the additional information outlined under Appendix "A" is required. Please disregard questions outlined under Appendices "B" and "C".

B. If your firm sells women’s footwear in the domestic market and for export and the footwear shipped to Canada is not identical in all respects to that which you sell for domestic consumption, the information outlined under Appendix "B" is required. Please disregard questions outlined under Appendices "A" and "C".

C. If your firm sells women’s footwear for export only, the additional information outlined under Appendix "C" is required. Please disregard questions outlined under Appendices "A" and "B".
APPENDIX "A"

(1) If the style or model numbers used on shipments to Canada differ from the style or model numbers of the identical domestic footwear, a list to cross-reference the two is required so that a proper price comparison may be made.

(2) Copies of invoices covering sales to numerous domestic customers of women's footwear like that shipped or to be shipped to Canada, during the last sixty-day period preceding the date of each sale to Canada and copies of domestic price lists covering the same period indicating the trade level to which it is applicable.

(3) Copies of discount sheets covering the trade, quantity or deferred discounts applicable to your domestic sales with an explanation as to how the discounts are paid and earned.

(4) A statement indicating separate totals containing volume in pairs and total value for domestic and export sales respectively, during the period 25 June 1971, to the present.

(5) Information regarding any terms and conditions of any cash discounts which you extend in the domestic market.

(6) Complete information on your freight policy on domestic sales.

(7) Information regarding any differences between domestic and export packing, together with a statement of the respective costs.

(8) Any other information which you wish to submit to the department relative to this matter.
APPENDIX "B"

(1) Complete information to explain the differences such as quality structure, design, material, etc., between the women's footwear sold in the domestic market and that footwear shipped to Canada. In addition, please indicate the domestic footwear which is most comparable to each style, model, etc., of footwear shipped to Canada.

(2) The factory cost of production for each style or model of footwear shipped to Canada under the heading of material, direct labour and factory overhead only.

(3) Factory cost of production of footwear sold in the domestic market which are most comparable (in each case) to that footwear shipped to Canada.

(4) A breakdown of all general, administrative and selling expenses applicable to your domestic sales.

(5) Copies of invoices covering sales to numerous domestic customers of women's footwear like that shipped or to be shipped to Canada, during the last sixty-day period preceding the date of each sale to Canada and copies of domestic price lists covering the same period indicating the trade level to which applicable.

(6) Copies of any discount sheets covering trade, quantity or deferred discounts which are applicable to your domestic sales with an explanation of how the discounts are paid and earned.

(7) A statement of volume in pairs and total value for domestic and export sales respectively, during the period from 25 June 1971, to the present.

(8) Information regarding terms and conditions of any cash discounts which you extend in the domestic market and on the goods shipped or to be shipped to Canada.

(9) Complete information regarding your freight policy on both domestic sales and sales to Canada.

(10) Complete information regarding the amounts of import duties applicable to the raw materials used in the production of women's footwear and the amount subject to drawback or rebate on export to Canada.

(11) Information regarding the differences between domestic and export packing together with a statement of cost thereof.

(12) Copies of the profit and loss statements for your company's two most recent fiscal years (adjusted, if possible, to exclude all export sales).

(13) Any other information you wish to submit to the department relative to this matter.
APPENDIX "C"

(1) The factory cost of production for each style or model of footwear shipped to Canada under the heading of material, direct labour and factory overhead only.

(2) Complete information regarding the amounts of import duties applicable to the raw materials used in the production of women's footwear and the amount subject to drawback or rebate on export to Canada.

(3) A statement of the cost of packing.

(4) Any other information you wish to submit to the department relative to this matter.